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Abstract: In order to encourage hybrid generation of multiple wind/solar/hydro power stakeholders,
synergistic gains from hybrid generation should be allocated fairly, efficiently and reasonably to all
power stakeholders. This paper explores how cooperative game theory resolves conflicts among
multiple wind/solar/hydro power stakeholders. Elaborate allocation processes of the nucleolus,
Shapley value and MCRS methods are presented in resolve synergistic gains allocation problems of
wind–solar–hydro hybrid generation system with cascade hydropower. By analyzing properties such
as existence, uniqueness and rationality, we find that both the Shapley value and MCRS methods are
fair, efficient and rational allocation methods whereas the nucleolus method is limited by reservoir
volume of hydro power stakeholders. Analyses on computational feasibility show that the Shapley
value method may induce combinational explosion problem with the integration of more power
stakeholders. A further application in Yalong River basin demonstrates that, compared with the
Shapley value method, the MCRS method significantly simplifies allocating process and improves
computational efficiency. Therefore, the MCRS method is recommend as a fair, efficient, rational
and computational feasible allocation method for hybrid generation system with large number of
wind/solar/hydro power stakeholders.

Keywords: wind–solar–hydro hybrid generation; synergistic gains allocation; nucleolus method;
Shapley value method; MCRS method

1. Introduction

With raising concerns about environmental pollution, the need for renewable energies are
increasing dramatically. Renewable energy generation has already been developed as one of the
mainstream generation approaches over the past years [1,2]. According to a global renewables report,
the capacity of renewable energy generation has increased by 181 GW in 2018 and the production of
renewable energy generation account for approximately 26% of global electricity generation by the
end of 2018 [3].

As a flourishing renewable energy generation technology, hybrid generation of wind, solar
and hydro power shows great superiority in regulating and utilizing natural resources with lower
economic–environmental costs [4–6]. In order to develop long-term and mutual-beneficial partnerships,
all power stakeholders should be brought together in a new way of communication, cooperation and
decision-making [7]. Many recent studies have focused on the allocation of generation resources, such
as firm energy rights allocation of hydro power stakeholders [8,9], optimal storage allocation of multiple
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reservoirs stakeholders [10], wind–solar capacity allocation [11] and solar radiation allocation [12].
However, the absence of synergistic gains allocation methods could collapse the cooperation of multiple
power stakeholders. For example, if the reduced generation of those generation-reducing power
stakeholders could not be compensated and the increased generation of those generation-increasing
power stakeholders could not be shared, some power stakeholders would prefer independent generation
rather than hybrid generation. Xu et al. [13] proposed a synergistic revenue allocation method based
on the Nash–Harsanyi bargaining model (NHBM) and simulated allocation results of a cascade of
four hydro power stakeholders. However, the NHBM is a static model which could not describe
uncertainty and probabilistic correlation of wind and solar energy. proportional method (PM), marginal
benefits method (MBM) and last addition method (LAM) are also applied to allocate synergistic gains
of a wind–solar–hydro hybrid generation system with cascade hydropower [14]. The PM allocates
synergistic gains proportionately according to the installed generation capacity, which neglects the
volatility and uncertainty of wind and solar resources. The MBM decides the allocations of all power
stakeholders according to their marginal contributions to grand coalition, which may become unfair for
power stakeholders who sacrifice their own generation for cooperative generation, e.g., upstream hydro
power stakeholders. The LAM allocates synergistic gains in proportion to the additional generation
that each power stakeholder brings to grand coalition, which may not suitable for power stakeholders
with particularly large gaps in generation ability.

This paper applies cooperative game-based methods in allocating synergistic gains of a hybrid
generation system with multiple wind/solar/hydro power stakeholders. Cooperative game theory
provides an effective way to deal with interactive conflicts among multiple stakeholders and allocate
cooperative gains under binding agreements [15]. As classic cooperative game-based allocation
methods, the nucleolus and Shapley value methods have been widely applied in resolving allocation
problems such as multiple wind power producers [16], wind-solar [17] wind–hydro [18,19] and cascade
hydro [8] generation systems. Baeyens et al. [16] applied nucleolus theory to identify fair sharing
mechanism among independent wind power producers. Tzavellas et al. [17] modelled cooperation
between several virtual synchronous generator units with large number of wind turbines and PV arrays
using the nucleolus method. Alexandre et al. [18] proposed core-based methods (e.g., nucleolus method
and proportional nucleolus method) to allocate financial gains of hybrid wind–hydro generation
system in renewable energy hedge pool. Zima-Bockarjova et al. [19] proposed Shapley value-based
collaboration scheme to share synergistic profits from coordinated operation strategy of a wind–hydro
generation system. Faria et al. [8] investigated the firm energy rights of hydro plants which impose
maximum contract limit in electricity market and applied the Shapley value method in the firm energy
rights allocation problem.

However, the nucleolus method and the Shapley value method will bring about enormous
computational burden. In order to simplify allocation process, Heaney et al. [20] investigated boundaries
of the core and proposed a novel allocation method, named minimum cost-remaining savings (MCRS)
method. In [20], the MCRS method was first applied to allocate costs of a multi-hydro resource project
and proved to be fair. In this paper, we further investigate the potentials of MCRS method in allocating
synergistic gains of a wind–solar–hydro hybrid generation system with cascade hydropower.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) Elaborate allocation processes of the nucleolus, Shapley value and MCRS methods are
presented to allocate synergistic gains of a wind–solar–hydro hybrid generation system with
cascade hydropower;

(2) Both the Shapley value and MCRS methods are recommended as fair, efficient and rational
synergistic gains allocation methods for hybrid generation system with multiple wind/solar/hydro
power stakeholders. The limitation of nucleolus method is also presented;

(3) The MCRS method is much practical and computational feasible for synergistic gains allocation
problems with large number of wind/solar/hydro power stakeholders, compared with the Shapley
value method.
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Three major procedures of this study are depicted in Figure 1 and the details are provided in the
following sections.
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2. Synergistic Gains of Wind/Solar/Hydro Hybrid Generation Coalitions

Synergistic gain of a wind/solar/hydro hybrid generation coalition can be quantified as the
additional generation of joint optimal operation, compared with individual optimal operation. In joint
optimal operation model, all power stakeholders are unified regulated to achieve maximum generation
of the coalition. In individual optimal operation model, generation of a coalition is the sum of maximum
generation of all power stakeholders. Hence, the synergistic gain of a hybrid generation coalition S can
be quantified as:

∆PS = P(1)
S − P(0)

S = P(1)
S −

∑
i∈S

P(0)
i

= v(S) −
∑
i∈S

v(i)
(1)

where, ∆PS is the synergistic gain of hybrid generation coalition S; P(1)
S and P(0)

S are the generation

under joint and individual optimal operation model, respectively;
∑
i∈S

P(0)
i is the total generation of

|S| power stakeholders in coalition S under individual optimal operation models. Assuming v(·)
as the characteristic function, v(S) is the generation of hybrid generation coalition S under joint
optimal operation model and v(i) is the generation of power stakeholder i under individual optimal
operation model.

Generation of all power stakeholders and all possible hybrid generation coalitions are
determined by solving joint optimal operation models and individual optimal operation models
of a wind–solar–hydro hybrid generation system with cascade hydropower [14].

3. Cooperative Game-Based Synergistic Gains Allocation Methods

Allocating synergistic gains of a wind–solar-hydro hybrid generation system requires to analyze
the interactive conflicts and competing claims of all power stakeholders. A fair, efficient and rational
allocation method will be of great significance to develop partnerships of all power stakeholders. Here,
elaborate allocation process of nucleolus, Shapley value and MCRS method are presented in resolving
synergistic gains allocation problems of wind–solar–hydro hybrid generation system.
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3.1. Nucleolus Method

The theoretical basis of nucleolus method is to minimize the degree of dissatisfaction of the most
unsatisfactory coalition. For synergistic gains allocation problems, the dissatisfaction of a hybrid
generation coalition comes from the excess value of synergistic gain from hybrid generation compared
with the sum of allocated synergistic gains. Hence, the practical basis of nucleolus method is to
minimize the maximum excess value of all possible hybrid generation coalitions as:

e
(
S, yNu

)
= ∆PS −

∑
i∈S

yNu
i (2)

 ϕ
(
yNu

)
= max

S⊆N
e
(
S, yNu

)
ϕ
(
yNu

)
≤ ε

(3)

where, yNu
i is the allocated synergistic gains of power stakeholder i under nucleolus method; N is

grand coalition composed of all power stakeholders; e
(
S, yNu

)
is the excess value of hybrid generation

coalition S (S ⊆ N);ϕ
(
yNu

)
is the maximum excess value of all possible hybrid generation coalitions; ε

is an arbitrary small number.
The minimization problem Equation (3) can be incorporated into a linear programming problem as:

Min ε
s.t. ∆PN =

∑
i∈N

yNu
i

∆PS −
∑
i∈S

yNu
i ≤ ε(S ⊆ N)

(4)

where, the equality constraint ensures synergistic gains of grand coalition N could be totally allocated
to all power stakeholders; and the inequality constraint minimizes the excess value of all hybrid
generation coalitions.

Thus, allocation result can be defined as the summation of allocated synergistic gain and the
generation from individual operation as:

xNu
i = yNu

i + v(i) (5)

where, xNu
i is allocation result of power stakeholder i under nucleolus method.

3.2. Shapley Value Method

The basic idea of the Shapley value is to allocate synergistic gains in accordance with the marginal
contribution of all power stakeholders. However, the marginal contribution that a power stakeholder
brings to a possible hybrid generation coalition is greatly influenced by the entrance order. The Shapley
value defines a weighted marginal contribution as:

∆PŜ = v
(
Ŝ
)
−

∑
r∈Ŝ

v(r) (6)

W
(
Ŝ
)
=

(
|N| −

∣∣∣Ŝ∣∣∣)!(∣∣∣Ŝ∣∣∣− 1
)
!

|N|!

(
∆PŜ − ∆PŜ−{i}

)
(7)

where, Ŝ is a hybrid generation coalition that power stakeholder i participates;, respectively;
∆PŜ − ∆PŜ−{i} is the marginal contribution that power stakeholder i makes to Ŝ;

(
|N| −

∣∣∣Ŝ∣∣∣)! refers

to all possible entrance orders that power stakeholder i participates Ŝ at the first place;
(∣∣∣Ŝ∣∣∣− 1

)
! refers to

all possible entrance orders that power stakeholder i participates Ŝ at the last place; W
(
Ŝ
)

describes the

weighted marginal contribution that power stakeholder i brings to
∣∣∣Ŝ∣∣∣-stakeholder coalitions. Hence,
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Equation (7) guarantees that all power stakeholders can be treated fairly in all hybrid generation
coalitions containing themselves.

Thus, allocated results and allocation result are:

ySp
i =

∑
Ŝ⊆N

W
(
Ŝ
)

(8)

xSp
i = ySp

i + v(i) (9)

where, ySp
i and xSp

i are allocated synergistic gain and allocation result of power stakeholder i under
Shapley value method.

3.3. MCRS Method

The MCRS method delineates the upper and lower boundaries of the core by integrating
information of intermediate hybrid generation coalitions. MCRS method includes three steps as:
(1) calculate the maximin and minimum allocations of all power stakeholders; (2) calculate the sharing
proportion of all power stakeholders; (3) allocate synergistic gains according to sharing proportion.

In step (1), the upper and lower boundaries of allocated synergistic gains of all power stakeholders
can be obtained by solving a linear programming problem as:

Max or Min yMC
i

s.t.
∑

i∈N
yMC

i = ∆PN∑
r∈{N−{i}}

yMC
r ≤ ∆PN − ∆PN−{i}

(10)

where, yMC
i is the allocated synergistic gain of power stakeholder i under MCRS method. As can be

seen from (10) that the equality constraint indicates the synergistic gain of grand coalition N should
be totally allocated to all power stakeholders and inequality constraint indicates that the sum of
allocated synergistic gains of remaining stakeholders is no more than the synergistic gain when power
stakeholder i exits grand coalition N.

According to the complementarities of all wind/solar/hydro power stakeholders, the maximum
and minimum allocations can also be regarded as:

yi,max = ∆PN − ∆PN−{i} (11)

yi,min = ∆P{i} (12)

where, maximum allocation yi,max is regarded as the marginal contribution that power stakeholder i
makes to the synergistic gain of grand coalition N; and minimum allocation yi,min is regarded as the
synergistic gain of power stakeholder i under individual optimal operation model.

In step (2), the sharing proportion is defined according to the differences between maximum and
minimum allocations as:

γi =
yi,max − yi,min∑

r∈N
(yr,max − yr,min)

(13)

where, γi is the sharing proportion of power stakeholder i.
In step (3), the allocated synergistic gain of each power stakeholders is:

yMC
i = yi,min + γi∆PN (14)

Hence, allocation result under the MCRS method is:

xMC
i = yMC

i + v(i) (15)
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4. Case Studies

Synergistic gains from several wind–solar–hydro hybrid generation cases are allocated under
the nucleolus, Shapley value and MCRS methods in this section. All cases are studied on a PC
with 1.60 GHz processors and 8.0 GB of RAM. CPLEX 12.4 is used to quantify generation from
optimal wind/solar/hydro operation models while MATLAB 2017b is used to resolve synergistic gains
allocation problems.

4.1. Synergistic Gains Allocation of Four Power Stakeholder Hybrid Generation System

In this case, there are one wind power stakeholder, one solar power stakeholder and a cascade of
two hydro power stakeholders (namely power stakeholder 1, 2, 3 and 4). The installed capacity (IC) of
power stakeholder 1 and 2 are 100 MW and 50 MW, respectively. Optimal operations of wind/solar
power stakeholders are based on prediction intervals in Figures A1 and A2; and optimal operations of
hydro power stakeholders are based on natural inflow volume in Figure A3. The maximum spinning
reserve coefficient is set as 5% and the additional spinning reserve coefficient is also set as 5%.

In total, there are 15 (24
− 1) possible coalitions of a hybrid generation system with four

wind/solar/hydro power stakeholders. Hence, the synergistic gains allocation problem of this hybrid
generation system can be regarded as a 4-person cooperative game with 15 non-empty possible
coalitions. The generation of all hybrid generation coalitions are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Generation of all possible non-empty coalitions (MWh).

Coalition Generation Coalition Generation

{1} 1100 {2,4} 2205.148
{2} 205.5 {3,4} 4765.004
{3} 2555.48 {1,2,3} 3984.925
{4} 1924.664 {1,2,4} 3354.109

{1,2} 1313.1 {1,3,4} 5913.965
{1,3} 3704.441 {2,3,4} 5045.488
{1,4} 3073.625 {1,2,3,4} 6194.449
{2,3} 2835.964

Next, cooperative game-based methods (nucleolus, Shapley value and MCRS method) will be
applied to allocating synergistic gains of the wind–solar–hydro hybrid generation system. Moreover,
properties of the presented allocation methods will be compared in terms of existence, uniqueness,
rationality and computational feasibility.

4.1.1. Nucleolus Method Allocation Process

According to quantification method Equation (1), synergistic gains of all power stakeholders
under individual operation model are:

∆P{1} = v({1}) − v({1}) = 0,
∆P{2} = 0, ∆P{3} = 0, ∆P{4} = 0.

Synergistic gains of all two-stakeholder coalitions are:

∆P{1,2} = v({1, 2}) − v({1}) − v({2}) = 7.6,
∆P{1,3} = 48.961, ∆P{1,4} = 48.961, ∆P{2,3} = 74.984,
∆P{2,4} = 74.984, ∆P{3,4} = 284.86.
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Synergistic gains of all three-stakeholder coalitions are:

∆P{1,2,3} = v({1, 2, 3}) − v({1}) − v({2}) − v({3}) = 123.945,
∆P{1,2,4}= 123.945, ∆P{1,3,4}= 333.821, ∆P{2,3,4}= 359.844.

Synergistic gain of grand coalition is:

∆P{1,2,3,4} = v({1, 2, 3, 4}) − v({1}) − v({2}) − v({3}) − v({4}) = 408.805

Then, linear programming model Equation (4) can be written as:

Min ε
s.t. yNu

1 + yNu
2 + yNu

3 + yNu
4 = 408.805

ε ≥ −yNu
1

ε ≥ −yNu
2

ε ≥ −yNu
3

ε ≥ −yNu
4

ε ≥ 7.6− yNu
1 − yNu

2
ε ≥ 48.961− yNu

1 − yNu
3

ε ≥ 48.961− yNu
1 − yNu

4
ε ≥ 74.984− yNu

2 − yNu
3

ε ≥ 74.984− yNu
2 − yNu

4
ε ≥ 284.86− yNu

3 − yNu
4

ε ≥ 123.945− yNu
1 − yNu

2 − yNu
3

ε ≥ 123.945− yNu
1 − yNu

2 − yNu
4

ε ≥ 333.821− yNu
1 − yNu

3 − yNu
4

ε ≥ 359.844− yNu
2 − yNu

3 − yNu
4

Optimal solutions of the above problem are:

yNu
1 = 24.48, yNu

2 = 36.587, yNu
3 = 173.869, yNu

4 = 173.869.

Therefore, the allocation results under nucleolus method are:

xNu
1 = 1124.48, xNu

2 = 242.087, xNu
3 = 2729.349, xNu

4 = 2098.533.

4.1.2. Shapley Value Method Allocation Process

According to Equations (6)–(8), the allocated synergistic gains of all power stakeholders are:

ySp
1 = 3!×0!

4!

(
∆P{1} − ∆P∅

)
+ 2!×1!

4!

[(
∆P{1,2} − ∆P{2}

)
+

(
∆P{1,3} − ∆P{3}

)
+

(
∆P{1,4} − ∆P{4}

)]
+ 1!×2!

4!

[(
∆P{1,2,3} − ∆P{2,3}

)
+

(
∆P{1,2,4} − ∆P{2,4}

)
+

(
∆P{1,3,4} − ∆P{3,4}

)]
+ 0!×3!

4!

(
∆P{1,2,3,4} − ∆P{2,3,4}

)
= 33.274

ySp
2 = 50.623, ySp

3 = 162.454, ySp
4 = 162.454.

That is, the allocation results under Shapley value method are:

xSp
1 = 1133.274, xSp

2 = 256.123, xSp
3 = 2717.934, xSp

4 = 2087.118.
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4.1.3. MCRS Method Allocation Process

According to Equations (11)–(12), maximum and minimum allocations of all power
stakeholders are:

x1,max = 1148.961, x2,max = 280.484, x3,max = 2840.34, x4,max = 2209.524,
x1,min = 1100, x2,min = 205.5, x3,min = 2555.48, x4,min = 1924.664.

According to Equation (13), the sharing proportions of all power stakeholders are:

γ1 ≈ 0.07058, γ2 ≈ 0.10810, γ3 ≈ 0.41066, γ4 ≈ 0.41066.

According to Equation (14), allocated synergistic gains of all power stakeholders are:

yMC
1 ≈ 28.855, yMC

2 ≈ 44.191, yMC
3 ≈ 167.879, yMC

4 ≈ 167.88.

Hence, the allocation results under MCRS method are:

xMC
1 = 1128.855, xMC

2 = 249.691, xMC
3 = 2723.359, xMC

4 = 2092.544.

As a result, allocated synergistic gains and allocation results under the nucleolus, Shapley value
and MCRS methods are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Allocated synergistic gains and allocation results (MWh).

Stakeholder

Nucleolus Method Shapley Value Method MCRS Method

Allocated Synergistic
Gain

Allocation
Result

Allocated Synergistic
Gain

Allocation
Result

Allocated
Synergistic Gain

Allocation
Result

1 24.48 1124.48 33.274 1133.274 28.855 1128.855
2 36.587 242.087 50.623 256.123 44.191 249.691
3 173.869 2729.349 162.454 2717.934 167.879 2723.359
4 173.869 2098.533 162.454 2087.118 167.88 2092.544

The properties of the nucleolus, Shapley value and MCRS methods are compared in terms of
existence, uniqueness, rationality and computational feasibility as follows:

• Existence and uniqueness analysis

(1) The nucleolus method satisfies principles of existence and uniqueness if the set of allocated
synergistic gains is nonempty, more specifically, if the hybrid generation of wind/solar/hydro
power stakeholders could obtain synergistic gains. According to optimal generation models
in [14], the existence and uniqueness of nucleolus method can be obtained when the reservoir
volume of hydro power stakeholders are abundant;

(2) Since the marginal contribution that a power stakeholder brings to all possible hybrid
generation coalitions are available, the Shapley value always exists and could provide a
unique allocation result;

(3) As an improvement of nucleolus method, the MCRS method relieves the limitations of
nucleolus method by investigating the maximum and minimum allocations of multiple
power stakeholders. Therefore, there always exists unique allocation results under
MCRS method.

• Rationality analysis

(1) All presented allocation methods satisfy principle of individual rationality, hence the
allocation result of a particular power stakeholder is no less than the generation from
individual operation, i.e., xNu

i ≥ v(i) (i ∈ N), as shown in Table 3;
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(2) All presented allocation methods satisfy principle of coalitional rationality, so that
summation of the allocation results of power stakeholders in a particular coalition is
no less than the generation from joint operation, i.e.,

∑
i∈S

xNu
i ≥ v(S) (S ⊆ N), as shown in

Table 4;
(3) All presented allocation methods satisfy principle of global rationality, thus the generation

of grand coalition N is totally shared by all power stakeholders, i.e.,
∑

i∈N
xNu

i = v(N), as

shown in Table 5.

Table 3. Individual rationality analysis (MWh).

Nucleolus Method Shapley Value Method MCRS Method

xNu
1 = 1124.48 ≥ v({1}) = 1100 xSp

1 = 1133.274 ≥ v({1}) = 1100 xMC
1 = 1128.855 ≥ v({1}) = 1100

xNu
2 = 242.087 ≥ v({2}) = 205.5 xSp

2 = 256.123 ≥ v({2}) = 205.5 xMC
2 = 249.691 ≥ v({2}) = 205.5

xNu
3 = 2729.349 ≥ v({3}) = 2555.48 xSp

3 = 2717.934 ≥ v({3}) = 2555.48 xMC
3 = 2723.359 ≥ v({3}) = 2555.48

xNu
4 = 2098.533 ≥ v({4}) = 1924.664 xSp

4 = 2087.118 ≥ v({4}) = 1924.664 xMC
4 = 2092.544 ≥ v({4}) = 1924.664

Table 4. Coalitional rationality analysis (MWh).

Nucleolus Method Shapley Value Method MCRS Method∑
i∈{1,2}

xNu
i = 1366.567 ≥ v({1, 2})= 1313.1

∑
i∈{1,2}

xSp
i = 1389.397 ≥ v({1, 2})= 1313.1

∑
i∈{1,2}

xMC
i = 1378.546 ≥ v({1, 2})= 1313.1∑

i∈{1,3}
xNu

i = 3853.829 ≥ v({1, 3})= 3704.441
∑

i∈{1,3}
xSp

i = 3851.208 ≥ v({1, 3})= 3704.441
∑

i∈{1,3}
xMC

i = 3852.214 ≥ v({1, 3})= 3704.441∑
i∈{1,4}

xNu
i = 3223.013 ≥ v({1, 4})= 3073.625

∑
i∈{1,4}

xSp
i = 3220.392 ≥ v({1, 4})= 3073.625

∑
i∈{1,4}

xMC
i = 3221.399 ≥ v({1, 4})= 3073.625∑

i∈{2,3}
xNu

i = 2971.436 ≥ v({2, 3})= 2835.964
∑

i∈{2,3}
xSp

i = 2974.057 ≥ v({2, 3})= 2835.964
∑

i∈{2,3}
xMC

i = 2973.05 ≥ v({2, 3})= 2835.964∑
i∈{2,4}

xNu
i = 2340.62 ≥ v({2, 4})= 2205.148

∑
i∈{2,4}

xSp
i = 2343.241 ≥ v({2, 4})= 2205.148

∑
i∈{2,4}

xMC
i = 2342.235 ≥ v({2, 4})= 2205.148∑

i∈{3,4}
xNu

i = 4827.882 ≥ v({3, 4})= 4765.004
∑

i∈{3,4}
xSp

i = 4805.052 ≥ v({3, 4})= 4765.004
∑

i∈{3,4}
xMC

i = 4815.903 ≥ v({3, 4})= 4765.004∑
i∈{1,2,3}

xNu
i = 4095.916 ≥ v({1, 2, 3})= 3984.925

∑
i∈{1,2,3}

xSp
i = 4107.331 ≥ v({1, 2, 3})= 3984.925

∑
i∈{1,2,3}

xMC
i = 4101.905 ≥ v({1, 2, 3})= 3984.925∑

i∈{1,2,4}
xNu

i = 3465.1 ≥ v({1, 2, 4})= 3354.109
∑

i∈{1,2,4}
xSp

i = 3476.515 ≥ v({1, 2, 4})= 3354.109
∑

i∈{1,2,4}
xMC

i = 3471.09 ≥ v({1, 2, 4})= 3354.109∑
i∈{1,3,4}

xNu
i = 5952.362 ≥ v({1, 3, 4})= 5913.965

∑
i∈{1,3,4}

xSp
i = 5938.326 ≥ v({1, 3, 4})= 5913.965

∑
i∈{1,3,4}

xMC
i = 5944.758 ≥ v({1, 3, 4})= 5913.965∑

i∈{2,3,4}
xNu

i = 5069.969 ≥ v({2, 3, 4})= 5045.488
∑

i∈{2,3,4}
xSp

i = 5061.175 ≥ v({2, 3, 4})= 5045.488
∑

i∈{2,3,4}
xMC

i = 5065.594 ≥ v({2, 3, 4})= 5045.488

Table 5. Grand rationality analysis (MWh).

Allocation Method Global Rationality

nucleolus method
∑

i∈{1,2,3,4}
xNu

i = 1124.481 + 242.572 + 2729.106 + 2098.29 = v({1, 2, 3, 4}) = 6194.449

Shapley value method
∑

i∈{1,2,3,4}
xSp

i = 1133.774 + 256.623 + 2717.434 + 2086.618 = v({1, 2, 3, 4}) = 6194.449

MCRS method
∑

i∈{1,2,3,4}
xMC

i = 1128.855 + 249.691 + 2723.359 + 2092.544 = v({1, 2, 3, 4}) = 6194.449

• Computational feasibility analysis

(1) In order to allocate synergistic gains of a n-stakeholder hybrid generation system, the MCRS
method needs to solve a sequence of O(2n) linear programing problems which may bring
linear computational burden. However, nucleolus method needs to solve a sequence of
O(2n) linear programing problems and Shapley value method needs to solve a polynomial
linear formula with O

(
2n−1

)
terms for each power stakeholder. Hence, both nucleolus and

Shapley value method will bring about exponentially growing computational burden.
(2) In a hybrid generation system with large number of wind/solar/hydro power stakeholders,

the nucleolus and Shapley value methods may induce combinational explosion problem
due to their computational nature, whereas the MCRS method provides a much feasible
allocation process by investigating and exploiting the maximum and minimum allocations
of all power stakeholders.
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It can be concluded that the nucleolus, Shapley value and MCRS methods could provide positive
economic signals to encourage cooperative interactions of multiple power stakeholders. Moreover, both
the Shapley value and MCRS methods perform well in terms of existence, uniqueness and rationality,
whereas nucleolus method is limited by reservoir volume of hydro power stakeholders. Thus, we
consider the Shapley value and MCRS methods as fair, efficient and rational synergistic gains allocation
methods for hybrid generation system with multiple wind/solar/hydro power stakeholders. However,
according to computational feasibility analysis, Shapley value method may induce combinational
explosion problem with the integration of more power stakeholders whereas MCRS method provides
a much feasible allocation process.

4.2. Application of Synergistic Gains Allocation Methods in Yalong River Basin

A further investigation of the Shapley value and MCRS methods will be applied in a
wind–solar–hydro hybrid generation system in Yalong River basin which lies in Southwest China.
In this case, there are three wind power stakeholders, two solar power stakeholders and a cascade of
four hydro power stakeholders (Jinping I, Jinping II, Guandi and Ertan) as shown in Figure 2. Optimal
operations are based on realistic prediction intervals of wind and solar power stakeholders and realistic
natural inflow volume of four hydro power stakeholders on 23rd April 2019.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 14 
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Figure 2. Diagram of wind–solar–hydro hybrid generation system in Yalong River basin.

Next, we will compare the Shapley value and MCRS methods based on the following aspects:
• Allocation process

There are totally 511
(
29
− 1 = 511

)
possible coalitions for a wind–solar–hydro hybrid generation

system with nine power stakeholders.
The Shapley value method requires the information of all 511 hybrid generation coalitions and

calculates the weighted marginal contribution that each power stakeholder brings to a total of 256(
C0

8 + C1
8 + C2

8 + C3
8 + C4

8 + C5
8 + C6

8 + C7
8 + C8

8 = 256
)

hybrid generation coalitions. That is, there are
9 polynomial linear formulas to be solved and each formula consists of 256 terms.

MCRS method requires information of 19 (2× 9 + 1 = 19) coalitions and calculates a total of 36
formulas, according to (11)–(14).

It can be indicated that—compared with the Shapley value method—the MCRS method offers
a desirable improvement in allocation process for synergistic gains allocation problems with large
number of wind/solar/hydro power stakeholders.
• Accuracy of allocation results

Based on allocation results under the Shapley value method, we calculate the error rates of
allocation results under the MCRS method as shown in Table 6.
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Table 6. Allocation results and error rates.

Power Stakeholder Shapley Value Method (MWh) MCRS Method (MWh) Error Rate (%)

Wind 1 711.8629 711.9509 0.012
Wind 2 881.8597 881.9519 0.010
Wind 3 897.7799 897.9305 0.016
Solar 1 415.8892 415.9688 0.019
Solar 2 280.9310 280.9804 0.018

Hydro 1 2520.4546 2638.5272 4.685
Hydro 2 2453.4303 2401.5417 2.115
Hydro 3 1487.2679 1536.2185 3.291
Hydro 4 7127.5545 7011.9601 1.622

As can be seen from Table 6, the allocation results under the Shapley value method are similar
with those under the MCRS method. More specifically, compared with allocation results under Shapley
value method, error rates of allocation results under the MCRS method are generally within 4.7%.
Therefore, the errors are acceptable and the MCRS method is accurate enough for synergistic gains
allocation problems with large number of wind/solar/hydro power stakeholders.
• Computational burden

Computational features of the Shapley value and MCRS methods are compared in the aspects of
cost of time and cost of RAM in Table 7.

Table 7. Comparations in computational aspects.

Allocation Method Cost of Time Cost of RAM

Shapley value method 1750.17 s 4.61 MB
MCRS method 21.64 s 1.07 MB

It is clear that the Shapley value method costs much time and RAM due to its allocation process
while the MCRS method dramatically saves time and RAM by investigating and exploiting maximum
and minimum allocations of all power stakeholders. Thus, the MCRS method is much practical and
computational feasible in allocating problems of a hybrid generation system with large number of
wind/solar/hydro power stakeholders.

To conclude, compared with the Shapley value method, the MCRS method significantly simplifies
allocating process and improves computational efficiency. Therefore, the MCRS method is recommend
as a fair, efficient, rational and computational feasible allocation method for hybrid generation system
with large number of wind/solar/hydro power stakeholders.

5. Conclusions

Fair, efficient, rational and computational feasible synergistic gains allocation methods are of great
importance to encourage hybrid generation of multiple wind/solar/hydro power stakeholders. Based
on this principle, cooperative game-based methods (nucleolus, Shapley value and MCRS method)
are applied in resolving synergistic gains allocation conflicts among multiple wind/solar/hydro
power stakeholders. First, we present elaborate allocation process of the nucleolus, Shapley value
and MCRS methods in resolving synergistic gains allocation problems of wind–solar-hydro hybrid
generation system. Second, we analyze the presented allocation methods in terms of existence,
uniqueness, rationality and computational feasibility. Then, a further application in Yalong River
wind–solar-hydro renewable energy basin which lies in southwest China demonstrates that the Shapley
value method brings out great computational burden while the MCRS method is much practical and
computational feasible. The MCRS method is recommend as a fair, efficient, rational and computational
feasible allocation method for hybrid generation system with large number of wind/solar/hydro
power stakeholders.
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The probabilistic natural inflow of hydropower will impact the synergistic gains as well as the
allocation results. Further work could investigate synergistic gains allocation methods considering the
probabilistic natural inflow of hydropower stakeholders.
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